
1 Starting from the ends, Install the Graphic Channel support 
tabs into the track features on the graphic channel (Refer to 
Illustration 1).  Be sure they are all facing the same direction. 
* For large graphic installations, 6 will be supplied and for small 
graphics, 4 will be supplied.
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2a Adjust positions so the support tabs 
are symmetrical on le� and right 
channels  (Detail 1) -* clips are 
designed for friction fit, press carefully and 
firmly to adjust.  

2b
Press the edges of the graphic 
into the grip features of the side 
channels. (Illustration 2) - 
*Be careful not to damage the graphic 
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*Before You begin, please 
locate and ID all parts 
listed for assembly 
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5 Refer to your store planogram for 
the remainder of merchandising 
setup and positioning.    

4

3 Install the (4 or 6) frame connectors into the slots 
on the inside faces of the frame. (Detail 1) 
*Be sure to count the slot position on the both sides to 
ensure the grid panel installs level.

Detail 2

Tip: 
If you are assembling 

product  merchandising 
kits, it’s best to install all 
of their frame connectors 
in position before install-

ing the center graphic 
panel  

Align the channel connectors on  
above the cooresponding frame 
connectors. Press down firmly to 
engage. *If properly aligned all clips 
will seat in the corresponding frame 
connectors. 


